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Abstract
The production sequencing problem involves a factory generating a product sequence such
that when processed, the sequence will both satisfy current orders, and minimize overall
costs. In this paper, we argue that production sequencing may fruitfully be considered as
a negotiation problem, in which production cells within a factory negotiate over product
sequences in order to fairly distribute costs. We begin by describing and formally defining the
production sequencing problem; we then investigate its complexity, and present an analysis of
it using the tools of game and negotiation theory. We then define a negotiation algorithm for
production sequencing, and discuss what assumptions and simplifications must be made in
order to make this algorithm suitable for implementation. We conclude by discussing issues
for future work

1 Introduction
Multi-agent technology has, in the past decade, moved from being a somewhat obscure relation
of mainstream AI and computer science to being what is widely accepted as one of the most vibrant and exciting research areas in computing generally. As with all new software technologies,
the ratio of speculation and hype to field tested, implemented systems is perhaps somewhat high,
but there are, nevertheless, some documented multi-agent applications. Example domains include
power systems management [13], air-traffic control [11], particle accelerator control [2], telecommunications network management [12], spacecraft control [10], computer integrated manufacturing [7], job shop scheduling [5], and steel coil processing control [4]. In this paper, we present
a multi-agent solution for an industrial problem that is both common and important: factory production sequencing. Briefly, this problem involves a factory deciding upon the sequence in which
to process products, so as to both satisfy current orders, and minimize overall factory costs.
The main import of this paper is that production sequencing may be treated as a multi-agent
negotiation problem, in which production cells within a factory negotiate over product sequences
in order to distribute costs fairly, and hence minimize total factory costs. There are a number
of advantages to such an approach, chief among them being modularity and flexibility. We give
a formal definition of the problem domain, discuss its complexity (in particular, we show that


the
problem is, in general, NP-complete), and present an analysis of it using the tools of game
and negotiation theory. We then describe a negotiation mechanism for the production sequencing
problem, and discuss what assumptions and simplifications might be required in order to implement this mechanism. The paper concludes with a discussion of future research issues. We begin,
in the following sub-sections, by presenting an overview of the problem domain, and a rationale
for treating the problem as one of negotiation.

1.1 The Problem Domain: An Overview
Within a typical manufacturing plant, there will be a number of production cells, that perform
different tasks. Examples of such cells include paint spraying, cleaning, buffering of products,
assembly, and so on. Every week, (in some factories, every day), it is necessary to plan how
these cells are to be used to fulfill product orders. Such a plan is known as a production sequence. It defines the order in which products will pass through the various factory cells during
the manufacturing process.
Some production sequences cost more than others to process. To see why, consider the following example. A factory has a cell that does paint spraying; products may be sprayed in any
number of colours, but once the cell has sprayed a product some particular colour, changing to
another colour requires that the cell be cleaned, nozzles and perhaps paint tanks be replaced, and
so on. This takes time and money. In this example, it will be cheaper, (from the point of view of
the paint spraying cell), to process the production sequence        than it would be to
process the sequence       .
The situation is complicated by the fact that different cells have different requirements for
product sequences. Extending the simple paint spraying example given above, imagine that the
factory contains another production cell, for assembly. Products that pass through the assembly
cell may be fitted with either a petrol engine or a diesel engine. Suppose that one red car required
a petrol engine, the other red car required a diesel engine, and the green car required a petrol
engine. From the point of view of the assembly cell, therefore, it might be cheaper to process the
sequence
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than the sequence
!"#$  

that would be preferred by the paint spraying cell & . It is not difficult to see that there is in some
sense potential for conflicts between the production cells within a factory. Finding the cheapest
production sequence with respect to the whole factory (i.e., all production cells) is what we call
the production sequencing problem. Solving the problem is something of a balancing act, which
may end up with some cells having to accept a production sequence that is, from their point of
view, sub-optimal, in order to minimize the overall factory cost.

1.2 Production Sequencing as Negotiation
In this paper, we propose and formally analyze an approach to production sequencing in which
finding the cheapest sequence that satisfies a particular order becomes a multi-agent negotiation
'

The sequence ((*)+-, ,%.0/21,%3*+-4576%/(+-, 89/:1,;3*+-4576</(+-, 89/ 8=7,<>%,%576-6 would be a solution that kept both cells happy.

?
problem.
The basic idea of this approach is very simple. Recall that a factory is made up of a
number of cells. Each of these cells has associated with it a cost function, which characterizes
the cost to that cell of processing any production sequence. These cost functions implicitly define
preferences over production sequences. (Recall the paint spraying example, above.) In multiagent production sequencing, we make each cell an agent, and get them to negotiate a production
sequence. Each agent attempts to improve its utility by reducing costs: it will argue for production
sequences that reduce these costs. Eventually, if we have designed our agents right, they will come
to agree on a sequence that is, in some sense, optimal. It may not be a globally optimal solution,
but at least a reasonable one.
There are several potential advantages to the multi-agent production sequencing approach:
@

@

Modularity. Ultimately, production sequencing is an optimization problem. If we had
available a complete mathematical model of a factory, then we might, in principle, use
optimization techniques to solve the production sequencing problem for that factory. But
such models are not available, and attempting to solve the problem in this way is entirely
unrealistic: the production process in any real factory is simply too complex. The multiagent approach provides us with an obvious, familiar tool to help manage this complexity:
modularity. It allows us to break the overall problem down into sub-problems of a more
manageable size, in a way that accurately reflects the structure and operation of the factory.
The representation of conflicts and other interactions between these modular units then
becomes a realistic possibility.

@

Adequate Modeling. Monolithic, centralized solutions to the production sequencing problem could not, in general, serve as adequate models of the production sequencing process.
This is because they do not represent the organizational structure inherent within a factory.
Multi-agent approaches offer a clear advantage in this respect, as they enable us to represent
the real-world organizational entities (i.e., production cells) that take part in the generation
of a production sequence.

@

Flexibility. In our discussions with production managers, we have found it stressed over
and over again that factories are not static entities. They are in a state of almost continual
change, with new equipment, products, and working practices being frequently introduced.
Every time such a change occurs, the costing profile of the factory changes accordingly.
Monolithic, centralized systems are simply not adaptable enough to deal with such a dynamic domain. In contrast, a multi-agent approach, in which knowledge about costs is
distributed among agents corresponding to production cells, would allow changes in cost
information to be easily incorporated.
Parallelism. Finally, since a multi-agent approach is inherently distributed, there is potential for parallelism in the solution. Such parallelism might improve the speed with which a
solution is found.

2 Formal Analysis of the Problem Domain
In this section, we formally define the production sequencing problem, and present an analysis of
it using the tools of game and negotiation theory. We begin by defining our notation.

A

2.1 Notation
We use standard set theoretic notation where possible, augmented as follows. The cardinality of
a set B is denoted CDB . The set of bags (multisets) over some set B is denoted by bag B . The
number of times that an element E occurs in a bag F is denoted E CGF . The set of sequences over
some set B is denoted seq B . Finally, if B is an arbitrary (non-empty) set, HJI seq B , and EKILB ,
then $MMN0 #PO-EQ HQR denotes the number of times E occurs in H .

2.2 Formal Definition of the Domain
The production sequencing problem may be formalized as follows. First, let the set of all possible
product types be S . We generally abbreviate ‘product types’ to ‘products’, and use  (with
decorations: UTV WWW ) to stand for members of S . An order is a bag (multiset) of products. Let
XZY
&
bag
S be the set of all orders. We use  (with decorations: [T*[ W\WW ) to stand for members
X
X
&
of . If ]I
, then let C^ denote the total size of the order  — the total number of all products
in  . Thus
C^

Y`_
a$bc

dC^0W
Ykj

mlnIJS and oC^qp
Let ! eJO fRhgiS denote the set of different products in  , i.e., ! eJO fR
Y
r0s
C^ , then every product in  occurs only once, i.e.,  contains no duplicate
. If CG! etO 9R
products.
A production sequence is simply a sequence over S ; let the set of all production sequences
Y
be B , i.e., B
seq S . We use H (with decorations: H T H WWW ) to stand for members of B . A
X
&
production sequence HuIvB is said to satisfy an order wI
, (notation: #\x!*#2yz#{O2H [9R ) iff
Y
|
$MMN0 #{OV} HQR , i.e., the sequence H contains exactly as many of product
JImS , we have oC^
X
, then let #\xO9RgB denote the set of production sequences
 as are contained in  . If ~I
Yij
s
that satisfy order  , i.e., #\x\O 9R
HlHnIJB and #\x!*#2yz#{O2H [9R .
A cost function, M , has the signature MoB   , i.e., it takes a production sequence and returns a real number which represents the cost of processing that sequence. We generally associate
cost functions with production cells, in which case the cost function represents the cost to that
cell
of processing the sequence. A factory,  , is defined Y
to j be an indexed set of cost functions
j
s
s
M , one for each cell ! in the factory. Given a factory 
M it is possible to derive a global
cost function, M-zBk  , that gives the cost to the whole factory of processing a particular
production sequence:
M-PO2HQR

Ydef _
2b 

M<OHQR

Clearly, a production sequence HJILB will be globally preferred (i.e., preferred from the point of
view of the factory) to a production sequence H T IJB with respect to factory  iff M-POHQRzM-POH T R .
We can now formally state the production sequencing problem.
X

(PSP): Given an order I
and a
factory  , find a production sequence that both satisfies  and is globally optimal
with respect to M- , i.e., a sequence HnI#\xO9R that has the property that H TUI#\xO fR
such that M-POH T RzM-POHoR .
THE PRODUCTION SEQUENCING PROBLEM

A

2.3 Complexity
A naive solution to the PSP would involve exhaustively searching the set #\xO fR of all production
X
sequences that satisfy order I
, in order to find the one with minimum cost. It is not difficult
to see that the size of the search space, Cq#\xO9R , will be exponential in the number of different
Y
2C^ ,
products in  . We present an equation that precisely defines the size of #\xO9R . Let :
! eJO9R . Thus : represents the number of different products of type  contained in
for all I
Y
 . Let 
C^ ; thus  represents the total number of all products in  , i.e., the length of any
Y
CG! eO fR ; thus  is the number of different products
production sequence that satisfies  . Let 
in  . Then Cq#\xO9R , the size of the search space, is given by:
Y

Cq#\xO9R
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Since all the variables on the right hand side are independent, we can do no simplification. However, for certain cases, it is possible to simplify. Consider the case where the same number of each
Y
|
r
r
product type is required. In this case, } T IJS , if dC^p
and  T C^p , then
dC^
 T C^ .
Y
Let us write  for the number of products required of each type. Clearly, 
 . In this case,
equation (1) reduces to
Cq#\xO9R

Y

®

(2)

Y
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 , (i.e., the order contains no duplicate products), equation (2) reduces to
In the case where 
Y
Y`µ
Yuµ
Cq#\xO9R
}® since 
. In the case where 
(i.e., there is only one product type), then
Ykµ
Cq#\xO9R
, irrespective of the size of  .

NP-Completeness
We will now prove that for an important
subset of PSP problems, finding an optimal sequence
Y
is NP-complete (and hence, if P  NP, then the PSP cannot in general be solved in better than
exponential time). We pre-suppose some familiarity the concept of NP-complete problems [6].
The sub-class of the PSP that we consider is that in which the cost function M- for a factory  is
stepped. By this, we mean that the global cost of a production sequence is determined from local
properties. Formally, a cost function M- is stepped iff there exists some function -¶M 0S·¸SZ ¹
such that
M-PO2HQR

Y

¯»º _ ¼´ « &
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Given a stepped cost function M- , we generally use -¶M  to denote the function with signature Sk·
S
¹ that corresponds to it. By the term ‘stepped PSP’, we mean the PSP with stepped cost
functions; (we recast the problem as a decision problem, in the standard way).
X

Given an order  I
(over S ), a stepped cost function M-¶ t
Sk·JS
¹ , and a value §IL¹ , determine whether or not there is any production
sequence HnI#\xO9R with total cost less than  .
THE STEPPED PSP :

¾ we know that M- is stepped, then we can recover the corresponding function
If
X
£
O-CDS
R . The key result of this section is as follows.

-¶M 

from

M-

in time

Theorem 1 The stepped PSP is NP-complete.
PROOF :

(Outline) Membership of NP is easy; completeness is by a polynomial reduction to the
travelling salesman problem. ¿

2.4 An Example
To illustrate the ideas presented above, we present a simple example. A car factory  consists of
three production cells: cell 1 does product assembly, cell 2 does paint spraying, and cell 3 does
quality control. Cars have three relevant attributes: colour (red or green), engine type (petrol or
diesel), and drive side (left or right). There are thus a total of 8 different possible products. The
cost functions for each cell are defined as follows (notice that the factory cost function M- induced
by these cell cost functions is stepped, in the sense described above):
M



It costs cell 1 a total of 5 units to process each product, plus 5 units for every change of
engine type, and an additional 5 units for every change of drive side.

M%£À

It costs cell 2 a total of 5 units to process every product, plus 5 units for every colour change.

M%¥À

It costs cell 3 a total of 5 units to process every product, plus 5 units for every change of
engine type.

&

Define products  , {£ , and {¥ as follows:
&


&

Y
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Y
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Now consider an order that requires ÂD·Ã , ·Ã{£ , and ·Ã{¥ . Equation (1) tells us that there
&
are exactly 12 production sequences that satisfy this order. These production sequences, together
with the corresponding cost for each cell and the cumulative factory cost, are summarized in
Table 1.
It is not difficult to see from Table 1 that H , H£ , and H £ are the only globally optimal solutions.
&
&
The best sequence for agent (cell) 1 is H£ ; for agent 2, the best sequences are H , H¥ , HÅÄ , H , H ,
&
&Æ
&<&
and H £ ; finally, for agent 3, the best sequences are H , H£ , HÇ , and H £ . There is no globally
&
&
&
optimal solution that is locally optimal for all agents.

2.5 Game Theoretic Analysis
We now present an analysis of the PSP, using the tools of game and negotiation theory [3, 8]. The
idea is that since we intend to use negotiation to attack a particular problem — the PSP — we
should first determine how well this problem maps into standard negotiation theoretic domains.
An obvious place to start is [8], where three types of domain are defined: task oriented domains [8,
p30]; state oriented domains [8, p90]; and worth oriented domains [8, p155]. The details of these
domains are not relevant to our discussion: the important point is that the PSP does not correspond
to any of them. To see why, we need to examine the assumptions that underpin these domains. In
each case, we find it is assumed that agents may choose whether or not to cooperate (i.e., they are
autonomous). If there is no cooperative solution that makes them better off than they would be on
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30
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M-POH

25
25
35
30
35
30
30
35
25
30
35
25
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80
80
100
95
95
95
90
105
85
85
95
80

Table 1: Production Sequences and Their Costs

their own (i.e., there is no individual rational joint solution), then cooperation will not occur. This
is because agents are utility maximizers: they will always select the course of action that gives
them personally the highest payoff, irrespective of the consequences for the society to which they
belong.
The assumption that agents are utility maximizers does not correspond to the PSP domain.
Our agents have no choice about whether to cooperate, and are not, therefore, fully autonomous.
Conceptually, our factory agents share a common goal of finding a negotiation sequence that
minimizes overall costs. However, if we are to use negotiation theoretic techniques for the PSP,
then we are required to find concepts in our domain that correspond to negotiation theoretic
notions such as utility, pareto optimality, and so on. That is what we aim to do in this sub-section.
First, we collect together some of the concepts presented above, and define what we mean by a
multi-agent production sequencing domain.
Definition 1 A multi-agent production sequencing domain (MPSD) is a structure
;SÍ

X

\BÎÏÐ-Ð

where:
@
S

is a set of products;
XZY

@
@
B
@
@

ÏÑ


S

bag

Y

seq
YijPµ

Yj

M

S

is the set of orders over S ;
is the set of production sequences over S ;

s

WW\W

s

is a set of agents, (corresponding to production cells);

is a factory, i.e., an indexed set of cost functions, one for each agent (cell) !ÑIÃÏÑ .

Next, we define the notion of an encounter. In the standard game theoretic sense, an encounter
is a particular instantiation of a domain, together with a situation in which agents have goals to
achieve.

Ò

Definition
2 An encounter in an MPSD
X
the set .

;SÍ

X

\BÎÏÐ-Ð

is simply an order, i.e., a member of

Since we can, in principle, compute the cost to any agent of any production sequence, and there
will be a finite (if somewhat large) number of production sequences that satisfy a particular encounter, we can compute the worst that a particular agent can do with respect to an encounter.
Definition 3 If ! is an agent in an MPSD ;SÍ
X
counter I
(notation: ÓÎ #:;O fR ) is defined

X

\BÏÑÐ"U , then
YÔDÕÖÅj

ÓÎ #:%O fR

the worst that

!

can do in ens
.

M<OHoR×lHnI#\xO9R

The best that ! can do with respect to order  is denoted F#2;O9R ; the formal definition of F#:%O fR
is similar to that of ÓÎ #:%O9R , and is therefore omitted. Next, we define the notion of a deal. The
rationale behind this terminology will become clear when we discuss negotiation mechanisms in
section 3.
X

Definition 4 A deal in an MPSD <SØ \BÏU"Ð with respect to an encounter
production sequence that satisfies  , i.e., a member of the set #\xO9R .

kI

X

is a

Next, we can define the utility of a deal with respect to some encounter.
Definition 5 The utility of a deal H for some agent !zIÏÑ with respect to an encounter  (notation: N{!:°!:-Ù Ú OHoR ) is defined to be the difference between the worst that ! can do in  , and the cost
Y
ÓÎ #2;O9R}ÛM<OHQR .
to ! of H : N{!:°!:-Ù  Ú OHoR


Since

is generally understood from context, we usually omit reference to it.

Definition 6 Let H and H
@

T

be deals for some encounter in an MPSD

;SÍ

X

\BÏÑÐ"Ð

. Then:

is said to weakly dominate HÐT from the point of view of group ¨gÏÑ , (notation: HnÜÞÝhH T )
|
iff !ÀIt , N0!:°!:ÙO2HQRÀßàN0!:°!:-Ù$%O2H T7R , i.e., if every agent in  does at least as well in H as it
does in H T ;
@

H

H

is said to dominate H T from the point of view of group LgáÏ (notation: HZâãÝHÐT ) iff
HZÜÞÝH T and  !I for whom N{-!:°!:Ù$OHQR]pN{-!:°!:Ù$OH T°R , i.e., if every agent in  does at
least as well in H as in H T , and at least one agent does better in H than in H T .

(When referring to the set of all agents, we simply write Ü or â , rather than Üãä9Ý or âÞäÝ .) We
can now define the well-known game theoretic notion of pareto optimality for our domain [3].
Definition 7 A deal H is said to be pareto optimal iff there exists no other deal H

T

such that H

TUâ¢H

.

Pareto optimality is an important concept in game theory. To see why, suppose a group of autonomous (utility maximizing) agents are attempting to negotiate, and they come across a deal
that is pareto optimal. Then they may well have to fix upon this solution, because, by definition,
choosing another solution would make some agent worse off — and no utility maximizing agent
would agree to being made worse off. Thus, negotiation algorithms are often designed to generate
pareto optimal solutions. But unfortunately for us, such solutions are not necessarily ideal:

å
Theor
em 2 With respect to the PSP, (1) global optimality implies pareto optimality, but (2) pareto
optimality does not imply global optimality.

PROOF : For (1), suppose not. Then there exists some globally optimal deal H that is not pareto
optimal. If H is not pareto optimal, then there exists some other deal H T in which every agent does
at least as well as in H , and some agent actually does better. But this implies that M-{OH T RzM-{OHQR ,
in which case H is not globally optimal. But this is a contradiction, so the assumption must be
false. For (2), the intuition is easy. Pareto optimality says that there is no other deal that increases
the utility of one agent without reducing the utility of at least one other agent. But to get a globally
optimal solution, one agent might have to accept a worse deal, in order to maximize the sum of
the utilities, and hence minimize M- . Here is a simple example to illustrate this. Suppose we have
three agents, 1, 2, and 3, and only two possible deals, H and H£ , with cost functions defined thus:
M
M
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&

&

R
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OH£R

Y

µ r
Y

µ$æ

Yç r

M%£$OH

R
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Y
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Y
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M%¥O2H
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M%¥O2H£R

R
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Y
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æ
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In this example, M-PO2H R
and M-POH£R
Â , hence H£ is the globally optimal solution. But H
&
&
is pareto optimal, since although H£ increases the utility of agents 2 and 3, it decreases the utility
of agent 1. ¿
This theorem indicates that, ideally, we seek negotiation strategies that are optimal in a stronger
sense than pareto optimality. Finally, we can define the negotiation set for an encounter. The
negotiation set intuitively represents the ‘reasonable’ deals that an agent could propose during
negotiation.
X

in some MPSD
Definition 8 The negotiation set for an encounter I
denoted èãBÚ , and is defined to be the set of pareto optimal deals for  .

;SÍ

X

\BÏÑÐ"Ð

is

(As above, we generally omit reference to  .) It would be ‘unreasonable’ of an agent to propose
a deal that was not pareto optimal since by definition, the agent could have proposed another deal
£
that made one agent better off without making any other agent worse off . An obvious corollary
of Theorem 2 is that the negotiation set for any encounter is guaranteed to be non-empty: there
will always be a globally optimal solution, which, by Theorem 2, must be pareto optimal.

2.6 Back to the Example
Let us return to the example that we presented in section 2.4. We can analyze each of the solution
sequences to this problem using the terminology and techniques just introduced. First, note that
the worst that agent 1 can do is cost 40 (sequences H¥ and HÌ ). The worst that agent 2 can do is
cost 30 (sequences H£ , HÉÈ , HÊ , HË , HÌ , and HÇ ). Finally, the worst that agent 3 can do is cost 35 (H¥ ,
HÊ , HÌ , and H
). Knowing the worst that an agent can do allows us to compute the utility for that
&<&
agent of each sequence; this in turn allows us to determine whether or not a sequence is pareto
optimal. These results are summarized in Table 2. The negotiation set, èãB , thus consists of just
3 deals: H , H£ , and H £ .
é

&

&

Note that individual rationality has no meaning in our domain (cf. [8, p39]).

H
N0!:°!:-Ù

OH R
±
&
N0!:°!:-Ù£[OH R
±
N0!:°!:-Ù¥[OH R
±

pareto optimal?

&

H£

10 15
5
0
10 10
·

H¥

0
5
0

HÉÈ

HÊ

5 10
0 0
5 0

HË

5
0
5

HÅÄ

5
5
5

HÌ

HÇ

0 10
0
0
0 10

·

H

&Æ

10
5
5

H

&<&

5
5
0

H

£
&

10
5
10
·

Table 2: Properties of Production Sequences

3 Negotiation Mechanisms for the MPSD
Thus far, we have said very little about the negotiation process that might be used in the MPSD. In
this section, we address this issue. We begin with an informal discussion of how the negotiation
process might work. We then consider some desirable properties of a negotiation mechanism
for the MPSD, and in section 3.2, we formally define a negotiation algorithm. However, this
algorithm makes certain assumptions about agents that are unrealistic in practice. Therefore, in
section 4, we consider the implementation aspects of the algorithm, and in particular, we suggest
how it might be made suitable for implementation.
As we observed in section 1.2, the intuition behind our work is that the process of finding a
production sequence might usefully be viewed as a negotiation problem, in which factory cells
negotiate over production sequences in order to minimize their local costs, and hence, it is hoped,
reduce global, or factory costs. But what, exactly, are the agents to negotiate over? What proposals are agents going to make during the negotiation process? There are at least two possibilities:
@

@

agents negotiate over individual products in order to incrementally develop an optimal production sequence;
agents negotiate over entire production sequences in order to find one that minimizes costs.

Let us briefly consider the first possibility. The idea here is that some agent will begin by proposing one particular product, which it desires to be the first product in the sequence. Other agents
will then make counter offers, until agreement is somehow reached. The agents then move on
to negotiate the second product in the sequence, and so on, until an entire sequence is developed
that satisfies current orders. There are several obvious drawbacks to this approach. First, and
perhaps most importantly, it requires that agents make very local decisions, with the ultimate aim
of satisfying a global requirement [1, pp21–22]. It seems difficult to devise heuristics appropriate
to the domain that might be used by an agent in order to meet this requirement. Secondly, this
method does not correspond to our intuitions about how humans solve the problem. Typically,
humans will start with an entire sequence that approximates to optimality, and then iteratively
refine this sequence. For these reasons, we focus in this paper on the second approach, in which
agents negotiate over entire production sequences. Of course, this approach has problems of its
own: we discuss these in section 4.

3.1 Desiderata for an MPSD Negotiation Mechanism
As we noted in section 1.2, a multi-agent approach to production sequencing has several inherent advantages over a monolithic approach (e.g., flexibility, modularity). In addition, an ideal
negotiation mechanism for the MPSD would satisfy certain other properties (cf. [8, pp20–22]):

ê
Simplicity:
We seek a negotiation mechanism that will minimize the time taken to reach agreement on a deal. Realistically, it may not be possible to find a tractable (polynomial time)
negotiation mechanism for the MPSD. Perhaps the best we can hope for is an ‘anytime’ negotiation mechanism (cf. [9]): one that causes the agents to quickly find some (sub-optimal)
solution, and will then monotonically improve solution quality, as long as the agents are allowed to continue negotiating.

Efficiency: The purpose of the PSP is to find a production sequence that minimizes, as far as
possible, the cost to a factory of processing a particular order. This is a very real problem:
even small improvements in day-to-day production sequencing lead to significant reductions in factory running costs. Ideally, we therefore seek a negotiation mechanism that will
lead to agreement on a globally optimal deal. Realistically, it may be that we can do no
better than, say, pareto optimality.
It is worth noting that, because of the nature of our domain, some of the attributes of negotiation
as discussed in negotiation and game theory are not relevant for our purposes [8, pp20–21]. For
example, a key concept in negotiation theory is stability, as represented in the property of Nash
equilibrium [8, p190]. Two negotiation strategies # and # T are said to be in Nash equilibrium
iff under the assumption that one agent is using # , another agent can do no better than use #\T ,
and vice versa. This property is relevant because of the standard game theoretic assumption that
agents are utility maximizers: they each have their own goals, and will try to achieve these goals
at the expense of other agents, if necessary. Hence an agent will always choose a strategy that
maximizes its own utility. This notion is not relevant in the MPSD domain because our agents
will all be designed to meet the common goal of reducing total factory costs. For the same reason,
we can ignore the whole issue of deception [8, pp53–85]: our agents will not try to deceive other
agents because, if they did so, they might improve their own utility at the expense of the factory.

3.2 A Negotiation Mechanism
In this section, we present a negotiation algorithm for the MPSD. This algorithm is an extended
and adapted version of the Monotonic Concession Protocol [8], in which agents use a generalized
version of the Zeuthen strategy [14]. We begin with a general overview of the mechanism, and
then give a rigorous definition using the notation and terminology of previous sections.
Overview
The basic idea is quite simple. Negotiation proceeds in rounds, and on the first round, every agent
takes an active part by proposing some deal. If a deal has been proposed that makes every agent
happy, then negotiation ends successfully. Otherwise, negotiation proceeds to another round, in
which some subset of the currently active agents must concede. For such conceding agents, there
are three possibilities:
@

@

the agent is able to propose a deal that represents a ‘true’ concession, in which case it does
so;
the agent is unable to make a ‘true’ concession, but is nevertheless able to make another
proposal, in which case it does so; in this case, the agent will in some sense be ‘backtracking’;

@

the agent has exhausted the set of all deals it could propose, in which case it withdraws,
and plays no further part in negotiation.

Agents that do not concede in some round put forward the same deal on the next round. In this
way, negotiation proceeds with agents conceding and possibly withdrawing, until finally, they find
a deal upon which they agree. Intuitively, the agents involved in such negotiation are searching
through the negotiation set èÞB , in an attempt to find a mutually acceptable deal. The aim is to
find heuristics that guide the search to an efficient solution as quickly as possible. On examining
the basic algorithm, as described above, it becomes apparent that there are three key questions to
be answered:
@
@

how is an agent to choose its first proposal, and any backtrack proposal?

@

on any given round, who should concede?
if an agent concedes, then how much should it concede?

In the sub-sections that follow, we present solutions to these three problems, and then give a
formal statement of the entire negotiation mechanism.
What Should the First Proposal Be?
When negotiation begins, an agent must select from the negotiation set èãB some deal to propose.
It has no negotiation history to guide its choice. Similarly, when an agent is forced to ‘backtrack’
during negotiation, because it cannot make a concession, it must suggest a deal that is not simply
a modification of the proposals it has already made. In order to make such a selection, we shall
assume a set ëd½gàèãB of deals that are ‘on the table’: deals that have previously been proposed
by agent ! . At the start of negotiation, this set will be empty. The intuition is that, when conceding
or backtracking, an agent is not allowed to propose a deal that it has previously put forward. Let
F% T be the set of deals in èÞB which give agent ! the equal best payoff from all the deals in the
negotiation set that are not ‘on the table’, i.e., that have not previously been proposed by ! .
F%  T
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In addition, it seems reasonable to require that ! only proposes deals in F% that minimize factory
costs. The set F% contains only deals that have this additional property.
F%
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An agent ! ’s first proposal, and any ‘backtrack’ proposal that it makes will be required to be
members of the set F% (with respect to sets ëd and èãB ). The set F% will represent the best
proposals that agent ! is still able to make..
Who Should Concede?
The solution we propose for this problem is a generalized version of the so-called Zeuthen strategy, originally proposed in [14], and described in [8, pp43–49]. Intuitively, the problem faced by
every agent at every round is: should I concede or not? How is an agent to make this decision?
Zeuthen’s idea was that the agent with the least to lose from concession should be the one to
concede. To put it another way, the agent that should concede is the one for whom conceding

î
represents
the least risk. Zeuthen suggested that agent ! could quantify its willingness to risk
conflict at round  of negotiation in the following way [8, p43]:
Y

!*#  ³

utility agent ! loses by conceding
W
utility agent ! loses by not conceding

The utility an agent loses by not conceding is defined to be the utility of that agent’s currently
proposed deal. (Intuitively, if an agent does not concede, it may cause conflict, and lose the whole
of its utility.) To determine the utility an agent loses by conceding, we let the agent assume the
worst. This is a standard idea in game theory, and is embodied in such fundamental concepts as
the minimax principle [3]. From the point of view of an agent ! , the worst that can happen if it
concedes is that it will end up having to carry out the currently proposed deal that is worst from
its point of view. Writing H  ³ for the deal proposed by agent ! at round  in the protocol, we thus
define the willingness of agent ! to ‘risk conflict’ at round  , (denoted !*#  ³ ), as:
!*#  ³
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otherwise.

How Much Should be Conceded?
µ

Suppose ëd is the set of deals that have been proposed by agent ! through rounds to  , and that
at round  , agent ! proposed deal H  ³ . Agent ! then discovers that it must concede. What should
! ’s next proposal, H  ³ÿ & , be? Ideally, ! would find a deal in èãB that represents a true, sensible
concession. We suggest that such a concession should enjoy the following properties:
1.

H  ³ ÿ & IÛ
 ëd

Proposing a deal that you proposed earlier is pointless.
2.

H  ³ ÿ & âãä9Ý

«ú

7þ½H  ³

This condition states that ! really is making a concession: the deal it will propose is at least
as good for every other agent as its current offer, and actually better for at least one other
agent. A subtlety of this condition is that a conceding agent cannot propose a concession
deal that improves the lot of the rest of the group by ‘rearranging’ their utilities: it has to
make at least one agent better off, and every other agent no worse off. The rationale behind
this condition is that if an agent did rearrange the utilities, then it would make some agent
worse off than its previously proposed deal, which would rule out that agent accepting the
new offer.
3.

M-PO2H  ³ÿ & RzM-PO2H  ³ R

This condition requires that the deal improves the lot of the whole factory: there is no point
in proposing a deal that makes some agent better off at the expense of the whole factory.
(Note that condition (3) is not implied by condition (2); nor is (2) implied by (3).)
4. under the assumption that at round 
implies that  proposes H ³ at round 
ª
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µ
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The third condition requires that the concession made by the agent will be sufficient to
change the balance of risk within the group: under the assumption that every other agent
proposes the same deal, then on the next round, somebody else will have to concede. If

we did not make this a requirement, then one agent might be forced to concede round after
round until finally, it has conceded enough to shift the balance of risk. This would conflict
with the simplicity criterion, and so this requirement states that ! must concede enough, so
that on the next round it need not concede.
5.
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and H satisfies conditions (1)–(4) .

This final condition states that the deal ! will offer is the minimal concession that ! could
make: the new offer is the least cost deal that ! could propose which satisfied conditions
(1)–(4).
These four properties represent heuristics, which (hopefully) guide the search to a solution. It may
be that a conceding agent ! is unable to find a deal that satisfies these conditions. In this case,
that agent must ‘backtrack’, by recomputing F% . If F% is non-empty, then the agent proposes any
member of this set; if F% is empty, then the agent withdraws from negotiation.
It is worth noting that, in the two agent case, conditions (1)–(3) are not required [8, p44]. It
is the potential presence of more agents that introduces the need to focus an agent’s proposalmaking process through heuristics.
The Negotiation Algorithm
The algorithm will use the following variables:
@
@

zI~è

is a round counter;

@

ëdgÛèãB

represents the set of deals proposed by agent ! thus far, for all

!ÑIÃÏÑ

;

ÏÞM-!
 ^g Ï represents the set of agents still active in negotiation, i.e., the set of agents
that have not yet exhausted the set of deals they can possibly propose.

The negotiation algorithm is then as follows:
1. Set  to 1.
2. For each agent

!ÑIÃÏÑ

, set

to  .

ëd

3. Set Ï×M! to ÏÑ .
4. For each agent
(Note that

F%

!ÑIÃÏÑ

, compute

F%

.

is guaranteed to be non-empty at this stage.)

5. For each agent

!ÑIÃÏÑ

, non-deterministically select a deal H} & from

6. For each agent

!ÑIÃÏÞM-!

, set

ëd

to

ëd

j

H ³

s

F%

.

.

7. Check for agreement. This is done by first computing the agreement set:
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That is, the agreement set contains all those deals that have been proposed, such that those
deals make every agent at least as well off as a deal previously proposed by .
If the agreement set is non-empty, then agreement has been reached, and negotiation ends
with the agents accepting any member of the agreement set.

8. For each agent

!ÑIÃÏÞM-!

, compute

!*#  ³

.
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9. Let  be the set of agents such that !qI , !*#  ³
agents with the (equal) least willingness to ‘risk conflict’.
10. For each agent
@

!ÑIÃ

l

IÏ×M!

s

, i.e., the

:

@

if ! can make a concession deal, that satisfies the properties listed earlier, then set H
— the deal ! will propose on the next round — to be such a deal;
if ! cannot make a concession deal, then compute

F%

 ³ÿ &

:

Y
F%h

– if
 (i.e., the agent has not exhausted the deals it could possibly propose),
then set H  ³ÿ & to be any member of F% ;
Y
j s
– if F%
 , then set Ï×M! to Ï×M!
! (i.e., ! withdraws from negotiation).
11. For each agent
unchanged.
12. Set  to



µ
¤

!ÎInÏÞM!À

, set H

 ³ÿ &

to be H  ³ , i.e., every other agent’s offer will remain

.

13. Goto (6).
Steps (1) to (5) represent initialization for the first round of negotiation. Steps (8) and (9) represent
the process of deciding who will concede; step (10) defines what such conceding agents will
do. Using this algorithm, agents will systematically search the negotiation set, looking for an
agreement deal. It is not difficult to see that the algorithm therefore has the following important
property:
Theorem 3 After a finite number of steps, the agreement set will be non-empty, and thus the
negotiation algorithm is guaranteed to terminate with agreement.
PROOF :

Assume agreement is never reached. Steps (8) to (10) ensure that, on every round, some
non-empty subset of active agents will either withdraw or else propose deals that they have not
Y
previously suggested. An agent ! will only withdraw if ëd
èÞB , i.e., if ! has proposed all
possible deals. Eventually, therefore, every agent would propose all possible deals. But in this
Y
case, where ëd
èãB for all !×IÏÑ , the agreement set would be non-empty, and so agreement
would have been reached. Thus the assumption is false. ¿

3.3 That Example Again
Let us now dry run the negotiation algorithm using the example presented in sections 2.4 and 3.3.
We begin by setting  to 1 and ëd to  , for all ! I¢ÏÑ . The variable ÏÞM-! is setjPµ to ÏÑç  . Every
s
Â0
agent must then choose a first deal, which in turn requires computing F% for !I
(recall
j
s
that the negotiation set, èãB , is H H£$ H £ ). We have:
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The algorithm is non-deterministic, in that every agent ! is allowed to choose at random some
member of F% . Suppose that agent 1 chooses H£ (it has no choice), agent 2 chooses H , and agent
&
3 chooses H £ . There is no agreement, and so we compute every agent’s willingness to risk:
&

!*# &
&
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Agent 3 must concede. Agents 1 and 2 put forward their previous proposals on round 2, and agent
3 attempts to compute a concession deal. There are only two possibilities in the negotiation set:
H
and H£ . However, neither of these represents a ‘true’ concession, so agent 3 must recompute
&
F%{¥ . Clearly, F%{¥ will now contain H
and H£ , so agent 3 non-deterministically selects one of these
&
for round 2. Suppose it selects H . We update the round counter to 2, and move to the next round.
&
On this round, agent 1 proposes H£ , while agents
2 and
3 propose H . Agreement has not yet
jPµ
ç s
&
£
Â0
been reached, and so we compute !*#  , for !qI
: we find that the risk values remain
unchanged. Agent 3 must concede once more. The agent again tries to find a concession deal,
but fails. It therefore recomputes F%{¥ , which now contains just H£ , which becomes agent 3’s next
proposal. The round counter  is updated to 3.
In round 3, agents 1 and 3 propose H£ , and agent 2 proposes H . We find that the risk values
&
remain unchanged once more, and so agent 3 is required to concede yet again. As agent 3 cannot
make a ‘true’ concession, it recomputes F%{¥ , but this time finds it is empty: it has exhausted the
set of all deals it could propose. Agent 3 therefore drops out of negotiation, and Ï×M!  is set to
jPµ
s
Â . The round counter is updated to 4.
On round 4, agents 1 and 2 put forward the same deals they proposed on the previous round:
H£ and H
respectively. On computing risk, we find:
&

!*#

È Y
&

!*# £

È Yµ
W

Agent 1 must concede. It cannot make a ‘true’ concession, since the deal it currently offers is
globally optimal. However, recomputing F% gives two possibilities: H and H £ . Whichever
&
&
&
of these proposals agent 1 makes, agreement will be reached on round 5, as agents 2 and 3
have both previously proposed deals that make them no better off. Note that all of the three
original possibilities (H , H£ , and H £ ) were globally optimal, and so negotiation was bound to
&
&
conclude with a globally optimal solution. However, H and H £ (the two possible conclusions to
&
&
the algorithm) represent fair cost distributions, when compared to H£ .

4 From Theory to Practice
As we noted earlier, this paper is not simply an abstract study. The PSP is a real-world problem, for which we intend to implement a negotiation-based solution. Our aim in this section is
therefore to consider how well the theory of negotiation — as represented in the algorithm above
— matches up to the computational reality. In particular, we discuss what simplifications and
assumptions must be made in order to make the algorithm amenable to implementation.
To see the practical problems associated with the algorithm, consider an agent computing
the utility of a deal with respect some encounter. This computation requires that the agent is
able to determine both the cost of the deal, and the worst that it could do with respect to the
encounter. Computing the cost of a deal is done via an agent’s cost function, M . It is unlikely that
a real factory could find a simple mathematical function that gives the cost of a deal to a factory
cell. The computation of cost is therefore likely to be done using heuristics determined through
experience. Such heuristics obviously introduce the possibility of error into the computation of
cost. In some factories, with particularly complex products and production processes, it may be
that no cost information can be reliably obtained: in this case, the computation of cost becomes an

educated guess. With respect to finding the worst an agent could do in an encounter, we can see
similar problems. An agent cannot enumerate all possible production sequences in order to find
the worst; even if it could enumerate them, the cost information is obtained by heuristic methods.
So the worst an agent could do in an encounter would also have to be computed heuristically.
The computation of utility is the foundation upon which the algorithm is constructed: an
agent’s decision making rests entirely upon the determination of this value. Clearly, if there is
any element of uncertainty associated with the value, then the algorithm loses its desirable —
provable — properties. An obvious question is then how well the algorithm performs when such
uncertainty is present.
To summarize, there are two key problems associated with the algorithm from a practical
point of view:
@

@

it assumes that we can allocate each agent (production cell) an accurate cost function,
whereas in practice, costs would be estimated heuristically;
it assumes that agents have unlimited reasoning (computational) ability, in that, for example, they can search through the set of all production sequences in order to find the one that
maximizes their cost, or represents the minimum concession deal, etc.

5 Concluding Remarks
We have presented the production sequencing problem: a common, important problem that occurs
in factories throughout the world, and given a formal definition this problem. We proposed solving this problem using negotiation, and to this end, we recast the problem domain in negotiation
theoretic terms. We then presented a negotiation algorithm for the problem, based on the Monotonic Concession Protocol with Zeuthen strategy, as described in [8]. However, we found that
many of the assumptions that underpin this theoretically attractive strategy make it unworkable
in practice.
With respect to future work, there are many obvious issues to be addressed. For example, as
we observed in the preceding section, it is not clear how the algorithm will perform in the presence
of uncertainty: experimental investigation is required in order to settle the question. Also, we need
more experience with domain-specific negotiation heuristics for the MPSD. Again, experimental
investigation would be appropriate in order to determine the performance of such heuristics.
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